
              Sandford & Lyncombe Woods 

Re-start Event 2 

           Final Details  

         Sunday  4th  October 2020      

 Reminder  You should not attend if :  

(1) You are unwell with a cough, fever, or other Covid-19 symptoms 
(2) You have been in close contact with a suspected or confirmed case of Covid-19 during the 

pre-scribed quarantine period, even if they are completely symptom free.  
(3) You have returned from any overseas country and consequently are in a self-quarantine 

period even if you are completely Covid symptom free.  
(4) You are undergoing Covid testing for suspected Coronavirus. 
(5) You have been advised by a health professional. 

We also advise competitors who fit within the higher risk groups to take particular care and/or make 
decisions on attendance with due consideration to the risks associated with Covid-19    

After all that you are all VERY WELCOME.  

Use of Area 

Many thanks to Mendip Snowsport Centre and Winscombe & Sandford Parish Council who, at a time 
when Permissions are difficult, have supported us. The event has been designed so that the risk for 
all, participants, helpers, and the public is low. We should not only be able to comply with social 
distancing requirements but be seen to do so. It is hard to overestimate how much reputational 
damage a picture in the media or letter of complaint, however unjustified could cause. In this you 
are ambassadors of the sport. In the quarry there may be a rock climbing group using the north 
facing rocks. On the bridleways you will encounter walkers and possibly horse riders, particularly 
when approaching and leaving the FINISH.  

Car Parking  is in the Quarry in Quarry Road (off Hill Road) , Sandford. BS25 5RW (GR 426584). 
Signed from the junction of the A368 and Hill Road (421598). Avoid using public transport if possible 
DO NOT PARK AT THE MENDIP SNOWSPORT CENTRE 
 
Quarry Road is a residential road, so please drive slowly. The quarry entrance is 150m on the left. 
The track up to the quarry is steep and uneven and there are potholes. The route from the Finish 
uses the same track so please take extra care, particularly on the bends where pedestrians may not 
be immediately visible. If possible arrive by 11.30 as there will be fewer pedestrians on the track. 
In the quarry please park beyond the BOK tent. There is plenty of space, but the ground is uneven in 
places  
 
There are no enquiries, but an “Ask Me” marshal will be there to help 
 
Dogs  are welcome in the assembly area, but not out on the courses. 
 
Toilets   There will be two portaloos. Please social distance when queuing and bring your own hand 
sanitiser. 
 



Download is in the quarry. There are 2 Starts within 200m; Blue and Green to the north west and  
Short Green, Orange  and Yellow to the north east. It is an uphill walk to the north east start. 

  

The Finish    

The Finish is remote, approx. 350m away on the bridleway south of the quarry. Return to assembly 
via a short section of Quarry Road and back up the vehicle track into the quarry. Take care as 
vehicles will be using the track in both directions. 

 

If you have hired an SI Card these can be picked up in labelled bag from a table by download and 
should be returned to the bucket after you have run. Keys may be deposited 

It is advisable to apply hand sanitiser before you leave your car, before you go to the start. Most will 
have their own but at download we have a supply of single use sachets which may be used before 
starting and before download.     

Whistles are mandatory for Juniors. We are not going to check but the responsible adult should. 
There is an emergency number on the map 07815495970 

Start procedure 

   There will be a marshal overseeing each start, and most experienced competitors will go through 
without assistance, but if you need help or advice ask.  A clock will display the start time. 

We need you to help avoiding a crowd waiting to enter the start , and to only have one competitor 
in each box. So, we urge you to turn up , warmed up and ready to go just before you enter the box at 
-3mins to start time. There will be a punching start and  as there are also gaps in the start list, 
latecomers can be accommodated,  but we appeal for best efforts to start on time at this and future 
re-start events.   

If crowding were to develops the marshal will intervene. Please follow any instructions. 



As the boxes vacate move into the first box and progress through the boxes to cross the start line on 
the full minute, in synchronisation with the other competitors. The signal to move is the long beep at 
the end of the count down.  During the start process ensure that you stay 2m apart from others. As 
you go through the boxes, punch both clear and check and after crossing the start line the start box.  

Yellow and Orange maps will be available before you start. The other courses after the start punch. 
Loose control descriptions 

Course Information 

“The area, sometimes referred to as the Ski slope, is essentially a conical hill. Although small, it is 
varied and in parts and technically challenging, particularly on the north slope where there are many 
old mine workings.  The courses respect the physicality of the terrain and by adopting a ‘middle 
event’ style of planner has set interesting courses that make the most of the area.“ Controller  

 
Course Length (km)  Climb (m) Controls  Comment 
Blue 5.4 210 24 Experts 
Green  4.5 135 20 Experts 
Short Green 3.3 65 13 Experts 
Orange 3.2 70 15 Beginners / Intermediate 
Yellow 2.2 45 12 Beginners 

 

Terrain: 

All courses visit a range of different terrains.  

Orienteering or off-road shoes are advised. Due to the  summer vegetation, including areas of 
brambles, long trousers are required;  gaiters and lace taping are recommended 

The northern slopes comprise a complex range of rock and earth features, in runnable woodland. 
Recent windfall means that there are areas of unmapped brashings, so gaiters and lace taping is 
recommended.  This area also contains multiple, uncovered mine shafts. These are marked on the 
map, underneath an out-of-bounds screen. On the ground, yellow and black tape will be used. For 
your own safety, please DO NOT cross this tape. These shafts are many meters deep and often hard 
to see.  

The hilltop comprises woodland and rough open, scattered with shallow mining works. There are 
also controls within Sandford quarry. This allows fast running but be cautious near to the sheer 
quarry edges. These are shown using the impassable cliff symbol. 

The southern slopes are a combination of open grassland and runnable forest. 

Fences divide areas of the terrain and mandatory crossing points/ stiles are marked. DO NOT climb 
over the fences marked with purple overlay. Damage to these is likely if climbed and will be highly 
detrimental to our relationship with the landowners.  

 In one area, to the north east of the map, there are several orienteering flags belonging to Mendip 
Activity Centre.  These are hung without stakes and printed with 2 letters. They are nothing to do 
with our event. 



MAP: A4 at 1:7500 scale  

The whole legend will not be included on the map, but 
there will be some copies available at download 

Please familiarise yourself with the following important 
symbols:  

 

 

Finish  

Punch the finish and please do not loiter, stay apart, and try not to chat with others. The time when 
Covid transmission is most likely is whilst deep breathing after hard running. Allow yourself to 
recover on route to download.  

Courses close at 14.30. Controls may be removed progressively before this time    

 

 Download  

Recover,  sanitise your hands, and DIY download. If there is a problem and you want us to 
investigate let us know about the issue via  chairman@bristolorienteering.org.uk . We will not 
display results but put results on the web as soon as we can. 

First Aid 

A qualified and equipped first aider will be on site but with a restricted range of activities: addressing 
any potentially serious incidents and giving advice e.g. on head injuries or self- administered 
treatment of minor wounds.  Please note ticks may be present in the area 

Post- race socialising. 

Please be mindful of the need to maintain social distance after you have run and in the car park. 

Enquiries  BOK-permissions@hotmail.co.uk   

Data Protection: Your personal information provided for this event or obtained from 
registration databases will be used to process your entry, publish results, 
check for missing runners and trace missing SI cards. 

 

 

Further details and latest information on the BOK website: 

www.bristolorienteering.org.uk 

Or contact the Organiser via email: BOK-permissions@hotmail.co.uk 

 

 

           


